Abstract
Introduction
One of the major goals in software engineering is to develop architectural styles that facilitate composing separately designed and developed components into a largescale system. Several architectural styles have been developed to achieve this goal. Some familiar styles include those based on remote procedure calls, shared variables, and asynchronous message passing. One important architectural style for system composition is implicit invocation [15, 273 or publish-subscribe (hereafter referred to as pub-sub). In the pub-sub style components interact via publishing messages and subscribing to classes of messages. In a pub-sub system there are two types of components or clients publishers and subscribers, that exchange messages through a server that we call a broker. Components and clients, as well a s events and messages will be used synonymously throughout the paper. In the most common scenario, publishers and subscribers have no reciprocal knowledge about each other. Therefore, one of the major advantages of the pub-sub style is that the various clients are loosely coupled. Publishers connect to the broker to publish events they want to make the world aware of, and subscribers connect to the broker to establish subscriptions, in which they specify the set of messages they are interested in receiving.
The job of the broker is to match published messages with subscriptions and deliver to the subscribers the messages of interest. The subscriber's selection criteria are evaluated against the incoming messages by the broker on behalf of the subscribers. The algorithm for matching incoming messages with selection criteria of the subscribers is called the filtering algorithm. The component that implements the filtering algorithm is called thejltering engine. Pub-sub brokers can be seen as the combination of efficient and reliable multicast delivery with advar.ced filtering capabilities. Applications of pub-sub systems are numerous. Systems for financial data and news dissemination, process monitoring, and distributed event notification, to name a few. Also, they are a core technology to enable event-driven distributed web applications. The pub-sub style has been used in programming environments [24] and operating systems, as well. The call back mechanism for signal handling in operating systems is a classic example of the pub-sub style.
Mechanisms to support the pub-sub style are found in commercial toolkits (e.g, Softbench [ 161, ToolTalk [28J, DecFuse), communications standards (e.g., Corba [ 123), integration frameworks (e.g., JavaBeans [ 19] ), and programming environments. Sun has recently announced a specification for a messaging service called the JAVA Message Service or JMS [22] . JMS also supports primitives to support the pub-sub style. Abstracting from the particular application, one can see that pub-sub systems have a very broad scope.
One of the major advantages of the pub-sub paradigm is that it allows filtering capabilities, i.e., a subscriber will only receive messages that satisfy a certain criteria. An event broadcast system, where all the information is broadcast to all consumers, makes poor use of network resources. In such a system filtering has to be done by the subscriber itself. This approach is feasible on a high-speed dedicated network, but becomes less attractive when the network resources are the primary bottlenecks. In this case, it is beneficial to perform filtering a s close as possible to the information source. Having the source know more about the specific interests of the subscribers allows building systems to a scale that would otherwise be impossible.
The main focus of this paper is on the filtering algorithm. Our goal is to provide filtering algorithms that can be deployed in large scale pub-sub systems, for example, pub-sub systems used for content distribution on the web. First, we provide some examples of typical uses of pub-sub style. Based on these typical examples we derive functional requirements and design goals for a filtering engine.
Example 1 Financial datal
The most advanced pub-sub systems of today are probably the ones used in electronic trading floors for delivery of financial data such as stock quotes, company news, and order confirmation events. These systems have historically been deployed in high-speed private networks, but are now beginning to appear massively on the Internet. These applications have very high volumes of published messages. The number of subscriptions is moderate in intranet scenarios, but can be very high in Internet scenarios. For example, with many pub-sub applications, extensive filtering capabilities bring additional value. Many services are now offering features that let customers not only subscribe to a particular stock symbol, but also specify more advanced criteria, such as notification when the price hits a certain threshold.
Example 2 [News dissemination (e-commerce)]
Another very general application of pub-sub is news dissemination. E-magazines broadcast information updates regarding particular topics, and allow the users to select the topics they are interested in. One significant case that falls into this category is e-commerce oriented news dissemination. Most e-commerce sites let their users subscribe to news about products they are interested in. This scenario is usually comprised of a small number of publishers (mainly the magazine or e-commerce site), and a very high number of subscribers.
Functional requirements for a filtering engine
The filtering engine must be able to evaluate a set of subscriptions against an incoming stream of messages subject to the following requirements:
0 Matching published events with subscriptions 0 1.2 0 Expressivity. The language for expressing the subscription criteria must be rich. For example, a language for expressing subscription criteria is described in detail in JMS [22] .
0 Eficiency. The matching must be done extremely efficiently in real time.
0 Scalability. The matching must handle very large numbers of subscriptions.
Add and remove subscriptions
The filtering engine must be able to add and remove subscriptions from the set of existing subscriptions.
Design goals
Our main goal in this paper is to design a filtering engine that is eficient and scalable. In a realistic system the number of subscriptions will be very large, e.g. a few hundred thousand. When a message is published by a client, the interested subscribers have to be quickly notified. 5 pically, the arriving messages satisfy very few subscription criteria. Consider the financial data example provided earlier. Suppose a message about IBM arrives. Although the total number of subscribers might be very large, typically, a small fraction of the subscribers will be interested in a specific stock such as IBM. We call this the irrelevance property. We want to leverage the irrelevance property of pubsub systems in the design of the filtering algorithm. Our goal is to match messages with subscriptions in real-time. We also want our matching algorithms to be scalable, e.g., to be able to handle a few hundred thousand subscriptions.
The cost of adding, removing, and updating subscriptions is also addressed. However, the performance of these operations is not critical because they are not as frequent as the arrival of messages.
The strategies for distributing the filtering load of a pubsub server across multiple hosts are not addressed in this paper. Even with strategies for load distribution in place, there is still a need for an efficient filtering engine that matches incoming messages against the subscription criteria of the subscri bers . represented as a BDD. Intuitively, if there are several subscriptions in a pub-sub system, they share many common sub-expressions. For example, the following pattern might appear in several subscriptions: company E {IBM, Dell} AND price 5 1000
By representing subscriptions as BDDs we can exploit the commonality (i.e., shared sub-subscriptions) between different subscriptions. A published message is now simply a partial assignment to the boolean variables corresponding to the atomic formulas. When a message arrives, the set of subscriptions that "match" the message is found by a backward traversal algorithm on the corresponding BDDs. The efficiency of our method stems from the fact that common sub-expressions, corresponding to the BDD nodes, are evaluated only once.
We believe that this paper makes two major contributions. First, we provide a precise semantics of when a message "matches" a subscription. This is not a trivial task because our language for describing subscriptions is rich and allows partial messages, i.e., messages that only refer to a subset of attribute variables. Second, we present an efficient and scalable filtering algorithm based on BDDs. Experimental results clearly demonstrate that our filtering algorithm is scalable.
Related Work
Several applications of pub-sub systems were described earlier. Conrent-based pub-sub systems are intended for content distribution over a distributed network. In contentbased pub-sub systems the subscription criteria filter messages based on their content. On the other hand, in channelbased pub-sub systems the subscription criteria filters messages based on the channels or ports they originate from. Since the benefits of our filtering algorithm only become apparent when the number of subscribers is very large (a typical case for content-based pub-sub systems), techniques presented in this paper are most suitable for content-based pub-sub systems. Notice that examples presented earlier fall into this category. To our knowledge the most important content-based pub-sub systems are GRYPHON [ The subscription languages of the mentioned content-based pub-sub systems are fairly similar to each other and the subscription language presented in this paper. Our work focuses on the filtering algorithm suitable for content-based pub-sub systems. Techniques presented in this paper can be applied to improve the existing pub-sub systems. In the rest of this section, we compare our approach to the filtering engines of GRYPHON, SIENA, ELVIN and KERYX, and indicate how BDD-based filtering techniques can be incorporated into existing systems.
Among the four filtering engines, the filtering engine of GRYPHON is most similar to ours. It is based on parallel search trees, essentially decision trees labelled by atomic formulas. Optimization procedures are used to decrease the redundancy of the search trees. Although no details are provided, the authors mention that their optimizations may transform the search tree into an acyclic graph. Thus, it appears that a subset of BDD operations has been reinvented for parallel search trees. A disadvantage of GRYPHON is the restricted subscription language which consists only of conjunctions. The impressive complexity results of [l] (matching can be done in time sublinear in the number of subscriptions) are also natural properties of the BDD data structure. However, GRYPHON'S restriction to conjunctions forces the user to express certain natural filters by submitting an exponential number of subscriptions. For example, the subscription car E {GM, BMW, VW} AND name E {Liz , Bob, Al} AND (year < 78 OR year = 80 OR year > 90) requires 27 GRYPHON-like subscriptions. In contrast, such disjunctive subscriptions are naturally handled by BDDs. Our experiments in section 8 demonstrate that our filtering engine is competitive in comparison to GRYPHON. We expect that the routing techniques developed for GRYPHON can be readily extended to BDDs.
In SIENA, the subscriptions are partially ordered with respect to subsumption*. This information is used to pre-filter events and forward them to other filtering engines accordingly. Similar to GRYPHON, SIENA has a conjunctive subscription language.However, in contrast to the other systems SIENA has a pattern concept which allows relating different messages to each other. The techniques developed in GRYPHON are complementary to the techniques of SIENA [71. Our filtering engine, too, can be adapted to SIENA.
Very recently, a filtering algorithm for the system Le Subscribe has been presented [23] which uses indexing techniques for fast matching of atomic formulas, and clusters subscriptions to minimize cache failures. The clustering and matching methods of Le Subscribe however are restricted to conjunctive subscriptions similar as in Gryphon and Siena.
The subscription language of ELVIN is more expressive than the previous ones, and extends our subscription language by the ability to use regular expressions for string attributes. However, ELVIN does not have a filtering engine similar to ours or GRYPHON'S. The BDD-based approach can be easily extended to handle more complicated atomic properties such as ELVIN'S regular expressions. Therefore, the BDD filtering engine can be used in the context of ELVIN, as well.
KERYX is a Java notification service whose distributed architecture is similar to that of USENET.
2Subscription S subsumes subscription T if the set of messages described by S is a superset of the set of messages described by T.
As a general observation, a trade-off between expressive subscription languages and highly efficient filtering engines is characteristic of existing systems. Our work on BDDbased filtering engines helps to alleviate this problem.
The Subscription Query Language
Languages used to describe subscription criteria or subscriptions are called the subscription query languages or query languages for short3. In this section, we describe query languages SiSL, StSL, and DeSL which are used to submit subscriptions. In our framework query languages can be made more expressive. For example, we could use the language used in JMS for expressing subscriptions or message selectors in the JMS parlance [22] . To some extent, expressiveness of query languages is independent of our BDD-based implementation of the system. Each event is described by a set of attributes. We distinguish three types of at- In our current implementation, INT attributes are interpreted over 32 bit integers, DBL attributes are interpreted over 64 bit double precision floating point numbers, and STR attributes are ASCII strings of arbitrary length. It is easy to extend our methodology to a larger number of different attribute types.
A message simply assigns values to some (not necessarily all) of the attributes. Formally, a message is a par- Synopsis of Query Languages. We will now describe different subscription query languages of increasing complexity.
The Simple Subscription Language SiSL is used in settings, where all messages are total. SiSL provides a simple and powerful tool to select messages of a known format, typically in a non-distributed setting, or for specialized applications.
The Strict Subscription Language StSL requires that in order to match an StSL query, a message must define all attributes which occur in the query. We shall see later that the filtering engine presented in this paper is particularly efficient for the StSL case.
In the Default Subscription Language DeSL all attributes are initialized to default values, and updated by the message. Using the default value, it is also possible to test if individual attributes are defined by a message. Thus, DeSL extends the functionality of SiSL to heterogeneous message formats a$ it is often the case in distributed settings. A semantics, called the NULL semantics for queries is also provided by JMS [22] . Default subscription language can model the NULL semantics used in JMS. 
Example 4 [Sales Announcements, ctd.]
The SiSL query company E {"IBM","Dell","Siemens"} AND "PC" E produd AND 1000Mhzn C product AND price 5 1000 matches all announcements for 1000 Mhz PCs manufactured by IBM, Dell or Siemens which cost at most $1000. Note howevel; that in the simple language described here we cannot extract the Mhz and compare it to a number. 
Binary Decision Diagrams
In this section, we formally describe Ordered Binary Decisions Diagrams (BDDs), and the standard algorithms on
BDDs.
BDDs. Let A be a set of propositional variables, and 4 a linear order (also referred to as variable ordering) on A. An ordered binary decision diagram (BDD) 0 over A is an acyclic graph (V, E) whose non-terminal vertices (nodes) are labeled by variables from A, and whose edges and terminal nodes are labeled by 0, 1. Each non-tenninal node v has out-degree 2, such that one of its outgoing edges is labeled 0 (the low edge or else-edge), and the other is labeled 1 (the high edge or then-edge). If v has label ai and the successors of v are labeled a j , U k , then ai 4 aj and ai 4 ak.
hother words, for each path, the sequence of labels along the path is strictly increasing with respect to 4.
Each BDD node represen$ a Boolean function. The terminal nodes of 0 represent the constant functions given by their labels. A non-terminal node v with label ai whose successors at the low and high edges are U and w respectively, defines the function 0, := function ( l a i AND x) OR (ai AND y) by ITE(ai, x, y).
(lai AND 0,) OR (ai AND 0,). we denote the Boolean

Example8
The BDD in Figure I represents We shall see that this is important for the BDD filtering engine described in this paper. In the case of n = 1,211 is always the unique root of the BDD. Example 9 shows that an output node may have incoming edges. In the following, we shall always assume that BDDs are shared unless stated otherwise. BDD data structure and evaluation.
We represent a BDD with n nodes by a graph whose vertices are the natural numbers l,...,n.
The adjacency relation is described by an array of size n Algorithm EvalBDD(0, a) 1 for w := n downto 1 BDD restrictions. BDDs are intended to represent Boolean functions. However, it is possible that in certain situations, the BDD has to be correct only for certain inputs, because an external constraint enforces that no other inputs can occur. Let g be a Boolean function, and 0 be its BDD, and f be a Boolean function which evaluates to P on an input if the input is "relevant" to g . Then 
The Filtering Engine
QueryBDDs
The basic idea of query BDDs is to represent a large number of queries (subscriptions) by a shared BDD whose nodes correspond to atomic subformulas of the queries. Then, messages can be matched against queries by BDD evaluation algorithms. In the following section, we deal with the question how to remove this redundancy from the BDD.
Eliminating Redundancies from Query BDDs
Note that different atoms in A may be semantically related because they contain information about the same at- 
The semantic relation between BDD variables is formally expressed by the dependency finctzon d(A). The dependency function is given by
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We will use d(A) later as arestriction function for BDDs.
BDD based query matching
In this section, we first treat the simpler case of total messages, for which all proposed semantics coincide. First, we show how the BDD evaluation algorithm can be applied to evaluate queries. Then, we describe how BDD restrictions can be used to improve the algorithm. Finally, we describe the evaluation strategies for other semantics.
For this semantics one can use the procedure EvalBDD for query matching. Assume that 8 = (Ql,. . . , Q,) is a sequence of queries or subscriptions.
Given a total message m, let a , be the assignment corresponding to the message. Now we execute the procedure EvalBDD on the parameters G! and a,. A query &i is considered matched if the BDD node corresponding to Qi evaluates to 1. Since the procedure EvalBDD works backward and because of the sharing between BDDs, the algorithm only evaluates a BDD node once, or in other words the subquery corresponding to a BDD node is evaluated only once. Moreover, the query BDD BDD(Q, 4) can be replaced by DeSL. As we have shown in section 4, default semantics essentially amounts to handling total messages. When a message is received, it is extended into a total message. This operation can be implemented very effectively by using a default template whose attributes are changed by an incoming message. Therefore, default semantics can be handled by the algorithm EvalBDD.
StSL. For strict semantics, we present a BDD-based evaluation algorithm which performs significantly faster than the ordinary evalication algorithm. Recall that in the strict semantics, a message m matches a subscription or query Q iff m is adequate for Q (all attributes occumng in Q are defined in m) and m satisfies Q .
The main idea is that an undefined atom renders all subformulas in which it occurs undefined. In the evaluation algorithm, we treat * as a third value denoting undejined.
Whenever the label * is encountered, the algorithm MVEvalBDD of Figure 5 moves on to the next node. Otherwise, the truth value of the node is computed from its successors using the function ITE* which coincides with ITE for Boolean inputs, and evaluates to * otherwise.
Our experiments in Section 8 show that MVEvalBDD outperforms the algorithms for the other semantics significantly. This can be explained as follows: (i) EvalBDD loops through all nodes. At each step, it accesses three different nodes. Thus, 3n node access operations are necessary. (ii) MVEvalBDD on the other hand does not access the successor nodes of an undefined node. Thus, for messages which only defines i attributes, only i (n 5 i 5 3n) nodes have to be accessed, and thus in the case of partial messages the constant factor of the algorithm is improved. (iii) Even more importantly, not all node access operations are equally expensive. As long as the BDD is traversed from node n to node 1, consecutive memory parts are copied into cache memory, and thus, few cache failures occur. Therefore, consecutive node access operations are fast. In contrast, the successor nodes Zow[w] and high[w] of a node w are often not in the cache, and therefore, access operations to successor nodes are on average much more expensive. Therefore, the expected cost of the operation in line 5 of the program code in Figure 5 is much higher than the expected cost of the operation in line 6 of the program. Since the number of defined attributes in a message is correlated to the frequency of executing lines 5 and 6 respectively, it follows that the constant factor of MVEvalBDD is small for messages with few attributes.The experiments of Section 8 confirm these intuitions. It is easy to prove the correctness of the algorithm if * is interpreted as false.
Optimization
In this section, we investigate natural optimization issues for three critical parts of the BDD filtering engine, in particular the BDD restriction, BDD variable ordering, and the BDD evaluation algorithm.
The Colorado BDD package [26] uses the restriction procedure described in [13] to compute restricted BDDs.Note that this procedure is heuristic, and does not necessarily compute the smallest restriction of the BDD. Nevertheless, the performance of the restriction procedure depends strongly on the size of the restricting formula. Our experiments have shown that it is therefore not feasible to use the dependency function d(A). Instead, we consider the dependency functions for each query separately, and perform iterative restrictions with these dependency functions. Our experiments clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of this procedure.
BDD Variable Ordering. It is well-known that for general BDDs, the variable order has a tremendous influence on BDD size. Since the problem of finding an optimal variable ordering is NP-hard [4], BDD packages either use complicated heuristics to determine a variable order, or let the user choose the variable ordering.
Our experiments have shown however that for the filtering engine application, the variable ordering does not have a strong influence on the BDD size, apparently because the boolean functions we consider are shallow, i.e., structurally simple, but numerous. In particular, the natural variable ordering where either BDD variables corresponding to the same attribute are kept close together, or variables are ordered according to frequency, both give good results; however they do not show significant improvement over random orders.
BDD Restrictkm
The stability of the algorithm with respect to variable ordering is an important feature of the filtering engine, since the shared BDD is extended online every time a new subscription arrives. It would be extremely expensive to adapt the variable order for each new subscription.
BDD Evaluation Algorithm. Recall that the major advantage of MVEvalBDD over EvalBDD was the avoidance of costly cache failures. In principle, it is possible to change the enumeration order of BDD nodes in such a way that the number of cache misses is minimized. Given the large number of BDD nodes, an optimal solution for this problem cannot be obtained in practice. Therefore, we have tried simple scheduling heuristics for changing the enumeration order of the BDD. So far, no significant performance improvements consumption; in highly optimized BDD packages such as the CUDD package which we use each node requires only a few bytes of memory. As can be clearly seen from the table the number of BDD nodes scales almost linearly with the number of queries. The state of the art BDD packages are capable of managing billions of nodes. This indicates that the number of queries our technique can handle is scalable, and will not become the bottleneck.
could be achieved in this way. The apparent reason is that . ... . .
-'the cache size of standard PC architectures is too small for this purpose.
Experimental Results
All our experiments were carried out on a 200Mhz Pen- Query Generation. Queries were produced by an automatic query generator internally developed at Microsoft. The query generator outputs queries on the basis of an input grammar file, where the grammar is specified in an extended BNF form and allows the user to associate probabilities with the production rules. The queries are generated by application of the rules, non-deterministic choices being selected in accordance with the associated probabilities.
In our experiments, we used ten attribute variables. There were three variables of type i n t e g e r , three variables of type :.iouble, and four variables of type s t r i n g . 'The integer (and, respectively double) variables could be combined with four integer (and, respectively double) constants 10, 30, 50 and 70 (and, respectively 10.0,30.0, 50.0 and 70.0), using any of six relational operators =, #, <, 5, > and 2. The string variables could be combined with four string constants "aa", "bb", "a" and "b", using four relational operators =, #, substring and superstring. Hence there were a total of 208 atomic formulas.
Note: We executed the entire experiment seven times. The results that follow report the averages over the seven runs.
Query Characteristics and Memory Requirements. We used a set of queries, with 7.6 atomic formulas, and 7.7 relational operators on an average. The following table shows the average number of BDD nodes obtained for the queries, both before and after applying the restriction optimization described in section 7. The significant reduction clearly indicates the effectiveness of the restriction optimization. Note that the number of BDD nodes determines memory Message Generation. Messages were generated by randomly assigning values to the messages variables. For numeric attribute variables, the values were chosen randomly from the.range [ 0 , . .80 1. For the string variable the values were selected randomly from a set of twenty altematives of varying length.
Evaluation. We carried out experiments using the SiSL and the StSl semantics. Recall that SiSL requires messages to be total. On the other hand StSL can handle partial messages (a typical case in realistic pub-sub systems). The following table shows the average time in seconds required to match 1000 messages for different numbers of queries and message densities. Message density is a measure of how total the message is, i.e., the number of attribute variables the message defines. The last column shows the time in seconds required to match 1000 total messages with using the SiSL semantics. As can be seen clearly from the table partial messages can be matched very quickly.
As can be seen, the performance of the StSL algorithm scales almost linearly with the message density. As expected for total messages the performance for the SiSL semantics is better than that for the StSL semantics. The main reason for this is that the MVEvalBDD algorithm has to inspect both the children for every BDD node visited while the EvalBDD algorithm has to inspect only one child. However, we believe that partial messages is a common case for realistic pub-sub systems.
Our experiments clearly show that modem servers hosting our filtering engine will be capable of matching 1000 messages against 500,000 queries in 15.57 seconds. We are assuming that a modem server has a lGhz clock with 4GB memory and typical message densities are around 15%.
Conclusion
There are two major contributions of this paper. First, we provide various semantics for a message matching a query or subscription. These semantics differ in their expressiveness and the efficiency of the filtering algorithm. Our BDD filtering engine supports all these semantics. We also presented a filtering algorithm based on BDDs which is suitable for large scale content-based pub-sub systems. As was clearly demonstrated by the experimental results, our filtering algorithm can easily handle a half million subscriptions.
We plan to extend our work in several directions. The Exrensible Markup Language or XML [ 113 is increasingly becoming the .de-facto standard for exchanging data between internet applications. We want to extend our algorithm so that it can be used in pub-sub systems based on XML related technologies. Specifically, messages will be XML instances and subscriptions will be expressed in an XML query language such as XQL. We plan to also implement a significant infrastructure that will enable us to perform experiments for realistic settings.
